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THIS MORNING
By John Temple Graves

24 STATES SHOW LEAD FOR G. O. P.

1st Place of Vote Is Republican, Survey of Section Shows

WASHINGTON, D.C., Nov. 17 - (AP) - A national election survey made Wednesday night by news agencies of the vote in the 24 states for which returns were available, showed the Democratic lead was reduced to 150,000, or 5 percent of the total vote.

The survey showed the Republicans had won 47 of the 100 seats in the House of Representatives, with the Democrats holding 43.

DEATH PLOT IS DENIED BY DOCTOR

Barnes Had No Part in Shooting of Male, He Tells Jury

Sons Take Stand in Hamilton Trial

Windsors Welcomed To British Embassy

U.S., BRITAIN DRAW UP TRADE PACT,
WIDENING BREACH WITH GERMANY
AS JEWS AWAiT ULTIMATE FATE

New Agreement Seen At Hull's Reply to Nazi
Barrier Challenge

Recall Rumor of Hitler's Envoy

Further Drop Expected in Business Dealing
With Germany

WASHINGTON, Nov. 17 - (AP) - The United States and Great Britain are near to a new trade agreement, as the British government has indicated it would not object to such an agreement.

The State Department said Thursday that the two countries were near to an agreement on trade matters.

The agreement would be expected to be reached at the meeting of the British and American Trade Ministers in London next week.

Hitler Organ Declares
F.D.R. "Menace" Talk
For Arms Reasons

JICE IS ATTACKED
BY REICHS PRESS

Funeral Of Von Rath
Feared Occasion For
New Restrictions

11,000 Condemn Deaths

This was the official greeting given the Duke and Duchess of Windsor on their arrival in Britain last week, according to the British Embassy in Paris.

The Duke and Duchess of Windsor, who are the former King George and Queen Mary of England, arrived in Britain last week, according to the British Embassy in Paris.
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